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their componentsBio-energetic membranes, both respiratory and photosynthetic, ex-
ploit electron transport to generate ATP and reducing power. The elec-
tron transfer reactions are (mostly) mediated by large membrane
integral protein complexes,which in the case of photosynthetic systems
are conjugated to light energy capture and transfer processes. The
organization of the protein complexes and supercomplexes that drive
these reactions and processes, as well as of the specialized membranes
wherein they reside, is highly dynamic. This is essential for the function
of the respiratory and photosynthetic machineries and for their ability
to respond to cellular and environmental cues. Dynamic responses,
including ﬁssion/fusion events and light-induced movement, are also
apparent at the level of the organelles that host these machineries —
the mitochondria and chloroplasts.
The purpose of this special issue is to provide an updated view of
these dynamics and the ways they are modulated at the molecular
level. In addition, the issue provides a contemporary review of the
lipid and protein constituents of the correspondingmembrane systems,
their formation and organization, and the vital processes associated
with the degradation of proteins and the breakdown and recycling of
the organelles during stress or senescence.
We are grateful to the contributing authors who wrote the excel-
lent reviews that cover these topics and to the reviewers of the
manuscripts — for their excellent comments and suggestions. We
also wish to thank the BBA team for making the editing of this issue
an easy and enjoyable task. Finally, we are very much obliged to
Dr. Fabrice Rappaport, who envisaged this special issue, andwe sincere-
ly thank him for inviting us as guest editors.
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